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Abstract  

A two-dimensional Voronoi tessellation based material model has been introduced to study the heat diffusion 
phenomena in polycrystalline materials consisting of a distribution of grain sizes and shapes. A method to control 
Voronoi cell-size distributions is presented. As the main focus of the numerical investigation is to study the role of 
anisotropy of the thermal conductivities in each grain of the polycrystalline material, the thermal conductivity tensor of 
each cell is chosen to correspond to a random crystallographic orientation. A finite element analysis of heat transport 
from a centrally spot-heated sample is carried out on the Voronoi tessellated domain for a fixed cell size distribution and 
a set of randomly oriented cells. The simulations are carried out for various sets of cell orientations. Time-Temperature 
profiles are generated at two orthogonally placed probes for each trial. Three inter-cell boundary conditions are examined 
to account for the heat transport across grains. The observed trends of the time-temperature profiles in the context of 
effective thermal conductivity of a polycrystalline material are discussed.  

 

1. Introduction  

The heterogeneous nature of materials at a certain scale has a significant impact on the macroscopic behaviour 
of multi-phase materials. The physics and mechanics of the underlying microstructure are responsible for the various 
phenomena occurring in the macroscopic level. The overall behaviour of micro-heterogeneous materials depends 
strongly on the size, shape, spatial distribution and properties of the microstructural constituents and their respective 
interfaces. The microstructural morphology and properties may also evolve under a macroscopic thermo-mechanical 
loading. Consequently, these microstructural influences are important for the production routes and the life performance 
of the material and products made thereof [1]. 

 
Depending on the amount of information available on the microstructure, the estimation of effective properties of 

material can be identified at different levels and is commonly known as material homogenization. The physical and 
mechanical properties often differ with orientation in a single crystal. In crystalline structure of atoms, the possibility for an 
atom to slip over one another or distort in relation to one another is easier in some directions than others. The isotropy of 
a material is characterized by the same material properties in all directions. Alternatively, when the properties of the 
material vary with different crystallographic orientations, the material is said to be anisotropic. The grain orientations are 
random for many polycrystalline materials before doing any work (deformation) of the material. Therefore, even if the 
individual grains are anisotropic, the property differences tend to average out and, overall, the material is isotropic. But 
when a material is formed or rolled, the grains are usually distorted and elongated in one or more directions which makes 
the material anisotropic. 

 
In the last few decades, researchers showed interest in the homogenized thermal properties of microstructures 

[2], [3], [4]. The influence of microstructural details on the heat transport process is still not well understood. So in this 
paper a microstructure based material model to predict the heat diffusion in polycrystalline material is addressed.     

2. Simulation 

Microstructure generation is the first step in developing a comprehensive modeling tool for simulating 
microstructures. The synthetic microstructure is used to represent the microstructure of materials. 

2.1. Generation of Synthetic Microstructure 

Voronoi tessellation (VT) was used to construct the geometrical model of the microstructure. Voronoi 
tessellation have been traditionally used to generate a random structure which is representative of polycrystalline 
materials in metallurgy [6]. A lot of research have been carried out to in the past to produce numerical microstructure 
using Voronoi tessellation [7], [8], [9], [10], . The Voronoi tessellation divides a region into convex polygons, or cells, that 
fill space without overlap. The ability to model the effects of a minimum exclusion distance between the points upon 
which its cells are constructed is considered as the primary feature of the Voronoi tessellation [11], [12]. The main steps 
in the generation of microstructure are the specifying the solution boundary, generation of required number of random 
seed points and distributed uniformly throughout the domain followed by the Voronoi tessellation to obtain the geometry. 
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Fig 1 and Fig 2 shows the Poisson Voroni Tessellation (PVT) of 100 cells generated randomly in two different trials. This 
uncontrolled way of generation indicates that the results are sensitive to the cell size distribution. The grain size 
distribution features for 2D Voronoi tessellations are fitted to three different probability distribution functions such as 
normal, gamma and lognormal distributions and shown in Fig 3. Gamma distribution functions and lognormal functions 
have been widely used to fit grain size distributions of Voronoi tessellations [11], [12].   

 

 
Fig 1 PVT Trial -1 

 
Fig 2 PVT Trial -2 

 
 

 
Fig 3 The histogram plot shows the grain size distribution for a Poisson Voronoi Tessellation and the three 

different density distribution fit 
 

2.1.1. Controlled Voronoi Tessellation 

In the controlled Voronoi tessellation the method is adopted from literature [12], n nuclei are generated in a 
square of are 0A . The nucleation points being created in the square by generating x and y coordinates independently 
from pseudorandom numbers. After the first point is specified, each subsequent random point is accepted only if it is 
greater than a minimum allowable distance   from any existing point which ensure that the new point does not fall 
within an already deposited disc with diameter   until n nuclei are seeded in the square. If the size of the disc is zero, 
the nuclei will follow the Poisson distribution, that is distribution is completely random in space. 

 
A non-local  parameter,  , was proposed to quantify the regularity of 2D Voronoi tessellation and is given by: 

    
0d


                                                                                                       (2)  

Where 0d  is the distance between two adjacent seeds in an equivalent regular tessellation, i.e., a regular hexagonal 
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tessellation for a 2D VT. For regular honeycomb, 0d and 1 while, for a Poisson Voronoi tessellation 0 and 

0 . For 0d , 1 , corresponds to an irregular tessellation. The decrease in the regularity parameter   
corresponds to more disordered VT. Fig 4 shows the random Voronoi cell generated for different regularity parameters 
( ).  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig 4. Randomly generated Voronoi tessellation for different regularity parameters  

(a) 0 (b) 3.0 (c) 5.0 (d) 7.0  

    
The area distribution of the Voronoi tessellation for different regularity parameters are shown in Fig 5. For a 

Poisson Voronoi tessellation 0 , the broader distribution is obtained. On the other hand the shape of the distribution 
function becomes narrower with the increase in the regularity parameter. The effect of regularity increases with the 
increase in the  parameter and is shown in Fig 6. A lognormal distribution function has been employed to model grain 
size distribution features for 2D Voronoi tessellations with different regularities.      

 

 
Fig 5 Voronoi cell area distribution for different regularity parameters 
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Fig 6 Relation between grain size distribution and Voronoi Tessellation's regularity parameter modeled by a 

lognormal distribution function 
 

The second important factor that affect the properties of anisotropic material is texture. For a discrete 
microstructure containing moderate number of grains, the effect of texture is much more important than the grain size 
effect [13], [2]. In order to examine the property of the microstructure on the different texture, a random field texture is 
considered, with grain orientation as variable. We assume that every grain has equal probability to be oriented in any 
direction. In this 2D model, the orientation of individual grain is defined by corresponding rotation around crystal 
coordinate axis. Fig 7 shows the oriented grains in a Voronoi tessellation. The property tensor calculation based on the 
global coordinate system is as follows 

 

                                                                                 T

LG RRKK                                                                    (3) 

Where LK is the property tensor in the local coordinate system and R  is the rotation matrix as follows 

                                                                          















cossin

sincos
R                                                            (4) 

 

Fig 7 Random orientations represented by local coordinate axis for individual grains in a polycrystalline material 
 

2. Modeling of Heat diffusion in Polycrystalline Microstructure 

The finite element based heat diffusion phenomena is modeled using the commercial software package 
COMSOL Multiphysics. The MATLAB - COMSOL live link is used to assign the random thermal conductivity tensor for 
each grain. The computational domain size is restricted to 50 mm x 50 mm. A point heat source located at the geometric 
center of the domain. The materials considered for the problem are polycrystalline with different anisotropy ratio, as 
reported in Ref. [14]. The lateral surface of the unbounded microstructural domain that represent the truncation of an 
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infinite extent is studied in two different approach to avoid any reflections occurring from the domain boundary. In the first 
case a adiabatic boundary condition is used by considering a time duration till the heat reaches the lateral boundary. For 
the second case the absorbing boundary conditions are imposed using infinite element concept. We consider three 
different internal boundary conditions for the Voronoi edges: a heat continuity, thermally thin resistive layer (TTRL) and a 
highly conductive layer (HCL).          

3. Results 

Figure Fig 8 and Fig 9 below presents the computational results for a 10-cell domain obtained after 50 trials 
(each trial consists of specifying a random set of orientation angles by which the thermal conductivity tensor is 
transformed and assigned to each cell). The figures on the left hand side indicate the time temperature profiles for two 
different probes placed equally away (15 mm) from the heat source  in both horizontal and vertical directions. The thick 
lines represent the outcome of heat diffusion in a single anisotropic cell occupying the entire computational domain. The 
dotted lines indicate the outcomes of each trial on the 10-cell domain. The black thick lines corresponds to the average 
values for two different probes.     

 

Fig 8 Averaged thermal profiles for a 10-cell domain 
obtained after 50 trials 

 

Fig 9 Temperature distribution at the end of computational 
run for a 10-cell domain  

  
 
From Fig 9 we can see that the heat is passing trough only one orientation (cell) before reaching the probes. So 

for each randomly generated orientation gives a more spread in the temperature profiles in the upper and lower bound of 
the corresponding anisotropic single cell (thick lines) as shown in Fig 8. 

 

 

Fig 10 Averaged thermal profiles for a 20-cell domain 

obtained after 50 trials 

 

Fig 11 Temperature distribution at the end of 
computational run for a 20-cell domain 

 
Fig 10 and Fig 11 presents the computational results for a 20-cell domain obtained after 50 trials. In this case 

the heat propagation is taking place through two orientations and the spread looks almost similar to that of 10-cell case.    
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Fig 12 Averaged thermal profiles for a 50-cell domain 

obtained after 50 trials 

 

Fig 13 Temperature distribution at the end 
of computational run for a 50-cell domain 

    
 
Fig 12 and Fig 13 presents the computational runs for a 50-cell domain obtained after 50 trials. In this case 

there observed a slightly more shift towards the average value from the Y probe. Fig 14 and Fig 15 corresponds to the 
100-cell domain obtained after 50 trials. As the heat passing through more number of grains, the spread around the 
average value reduces and can be seen from Fig 12. Fig 16 and Fig 17 shows the computational results for a 150-cell 
domain and Fig 18 and Fig 19 for the 200-cell domain obtained after 50 trials. It is observed that the spread in the 
temperature is decreasing with increase in the heat flux interaction with more grain orientations. 

 
 
 

 

Fig 14 Averaged thermal profiles for a 100-cell domain 
obtained after 50 trials 

 

Fig 15 Temperature distribution at the end of 
computational run for a 100-cell domain 
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Fig 16 Averaged thermal profiles for a 150-cell domain 
obtained after 50 trials 

 
Fig 17 Temperature distribution at the end of computational 

run for a 150-cell domain 

 

Fig 18 Averaged thermal profiles for a 200-cell domain 
obtained after 50 trials 

 

Fig 19 Temperature distribution at the end of computational 
run for a 200-cell domain 

Similarly the two other boundary conditions, Thin Thermally Resistive Layer (TTRL) and Highly conductive layer 
(HCL) were also used to find the orientational averaged heat diffusion in the polycrystalline material. Figure 20 shows 
the average temperature plot for a 100-cell domain obtained after 50 trials for the three different boundary conditions. 
In this case the anisotropy ratio of the material was chosen as 2.39. Further investigation on the different parameters 
used for the boundary conditions are necessary to get better understanding of the inter cell boundary interactions.     

 

Figure 20 Average temperature plot for a 100-cell domain obtained after 50 trials for three different inter cell 
boundary conditions   
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4. Summary and Conclusion 

A 2D Voronoi cell tessellation model is proposed for representing randomly oriented anisotropic single crystal 
grains in polycrystalline material. A regularity parameter for the controlled Voronoi cell generation is studied in this work. 
Simulation of heat diffusion, based on FEM, is carried out using MATLAB with COMSOL Multiphysics. Heat diffusion is 
studied for various size distributions and crystallographic orientations of individual cells. Effective anisotropy is monitored 
over various trials using two orthogonally placed probes with a centrally heated spot heating source. Three types of 
boundary conditions are considered to deal with heat transport across cells. Results indicate the possibility of 
representing an anisotropic polycrystalline material by an effective medium under certain conditions. 
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